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Parents can tell the most exiting story of all - the birth of their twin babies!"Twice Upon a Time" is a

set of baby memory books written just for twins. They are unique in that they tell a fairy tale,

combined with the tale of Mommy's pregnancy, her twins' birth, and first three years of life. The

books include simple, cute comparisons of the twins and also address each child as a unique

individual. Full of colorful, adorable illustrations, one of the nice features about this set of books is

that it's VERY EASY to fill in the details. Much of the work is already done for busy parents, with lots

of "check-the-box" options. Don't get us wrong, there is SOME work to be done, but it's not

overwhelming!
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This twins baby book is the best I have seen, it is just adorable and captures the twin experience

perfectly. The illustrations are adorable, and I love that I can write as little or as much as I have time

for-who has time with year old twins? Love the storybook aspect of it, I think my babies will love

having it read to them as they grow and we fill it in.YOU NEED TO BUY TWO BOOKS to make the

set, the first half is for the shared twin experience, the 2nd half is for the individual twin, which is

really nice because each baby has their own book. As of this e-mail that is not clear in the product

info.I love this baby book set, you will too.

This is by far the best, and most interesting, baby record/memory book around for those expecting



twins. It reads like a children's book, but still contains all of the precise information you expect a

baby record/memory book to contain. The parents(male and female) and babies (unisex) depicted

in the story, are caucasian but the book itself allows you to add specific information about the twins,

such as a variety of skin color choices (very light - dark) so that the book is applicable to all. Also, it

doesn't assume that the children are fraternal, identical, or what the sex is at all, so you can really

make the story fit your family. This book is way more than I expected!

Being the only thing I've found specific for twins, these books are cute. Honestly, though, now that

they're here I probably would have skipped them and gone for 2 of some version of a larger, more

scrap-book like thing.The thing I like is that these read like a cute story book, and I'm sure kids will

get a kick out of having it read to them one day. They are also reasonably comprehensive in terms

of what information it prompts for.The thing I don't like is how conservative-white-traditional-couple

they are. Cartoons of mom and dad could have a been made a bit more ambiguous as to race

without detracting at all (heck, just give them brown hair and immediately they could be white OR

several other races), and sticking obvious picture of wedding and all is just a bit hokey. Also I'm

missing the options to save hair locks, hospital bracelets, and other things that I would have gotten

from going from a larger, more standard baby journal.So, if I could go back, I might not buy these

again. But I like them enough that I won't be sending them back and we will use them. I'll probably

just do one big family scrapbook to add the things that were missing.

Great books! The only problem was that a lot of the reviews said that you needed to buy two of

these so that you would have one for each twin. The description at the time of purchase was not

definitive so I ordered 2 books. I guess the seller changed the packaging and now sends 2 books

per order. (Makes the most sense) So I now have 4 books. Not a problem - will be returning two.

These are adorable and perfect for the momma of twins!!

Thanks to another review that told me that you have to buy two of these. One for each twin.I got

them in sale price (14 bucks each) and free shipping. What else could I ask for!The book is very

engaging. I like the rhyme style narration. Has lots of interesting things to fill in. Perfect for twins.

Has enough space for ultrasound pics, birth announcements, photos, invitations etc. And very

cleverly it talks mainly about the twins' birth and first year. Has only one page each for years 2, 3,

4... That's good because after their birth, no one gets the time to fill up scrapbooks.The only thing

that was a bit lengthy was the initial story about the conception.



I love, love, love this book! I have horrible pregnancy carpel tunnel and I can't write for any length of

time. This book is quick to fill out the information yet sweet, humorous, and detailed. Most of the

questions are in a check box format or a quick fill in the blank so it saves you a ton of writing time

and what to say. If you want a book that allows you write every single detail of your twins lives, then

this is not the book for you. But, if you know you will just be too busy and too tired to fill out 2 books,

then it's perfect. If I ever know of someone else having twins, I would definitely buy these books

again to give them as a baby gift.

Great baby books for twins. I am using these for our twin boys born in June. I can feel like I am

accomplishing something because these books are so easy to fill out and document the important

things.

I could not be happier with these books. This is a MUST for a twin mom (or dad!) who wants to

commemorate their twins' early experiences. My mom bought these for me (after countless

searching for twin baby books that just didn't cut it). There is a section for pregnancy experience,

the things they had in common ("This is Two") and a section for JUST that twin (hence the reason

for two books). Some could say it's tedious to repeat the same information in the earlier parts BUT I

think that is short sided as each twin deserves his or her own book. This is the perfect blend of

keeping some things the same (i.e. the shared details...each in it's own book but it will likely be the

same information repeated) and having something individually for each twin (the section dedicated

to each individual twin). I cannot rave enough. If you have twins, or are going to a twin baby shower,

GET THESE BOOKS. It has a cute little story theme throughout it; I get teary whenever I read it. I

am not super duper girly or crafty, but these books bring me so much enjoyment. They capture the

important information, give plenty of space to write as much (or as little) as you want, and plenty of

room for pictures/keepsakes, but not so much as to be overwhelming or create unrealistic

expectations. You've probably stopped reading by now but hopefully you have ordered these books!

You will not be disappointed.
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